APRIL 4, 2024
We're nominated! They're called the "Oscars of the Internet" and WHOI could be a winner. Vote for this year's Webby Awards!

Illuminating the seafloor
See footage from Alvin's latest expedition to newly discovered hydrothermal vents in the Pacific

What are seagrass meadows?
Learn how these underwater pastures provide critical habitat and food for marine life

#HumansofWHOI: Clowning around
"Sandwich artist" and pro clown Koby Rosenbaum (right) turns laughter into philanthropy

"Keeping it weird" one year later!
Explore the depths of the twilight zone with robot Meso in our book "Where the Weird Things Are"

WHOI IN THE NEWS
SCIENCE FRIDAY
The complicated truths about offshore wind and right whales

SALON
Our "fingerprints" are all over climate change, research on warming ocean temperatures finds

ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY LEADER
Harnessing the power of sound for coral reef restoration

WDC
Whale slow zone extended in ocean city till April 10

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING →

Follow #WHOI